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To realize a specified goal in a distributive fashion efficiently, there needs to be 
an appropriate “division of labor.” This is true for distributive algorithms that 
take advantage of the concurrent features of the new generation of computers. 
This is true in the design of a complex organization intended to realize a specified 
goal. The problem is to determine what is the appropriate division of labor. Here, 
a geometric characterization of all possible divisions of labor, or communication 
networks, is given. It is illustrated how this characterization can be used to design 
the communication networks. b IWO Academic press. hc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are striking similarities between the problem of designing distrib- 
utive algorithms to take advantage of the concurrent and parallel features 
of the new generation of computers and the problem of designing an 
efficient organization to accomplish a specified goal. For both, the objec- 
tive is to parcel the workload among the various participating units in an 
efficient, coordinated fashion. For instance, consider what is involved in 
creating a distributive algorithm. The main task is to determine what it is 
that each processor should compute and what partially computed infor- 
mation should be conveyed to which other processors. There is a similar 
problem for the design of an organization. Here responsibilities need to be 
assigned to the different departments and divisions; namely, the goal is to 
establish an organizational chart to determine the assignments and the 
reporting structure. Indeed, the design both of distributive algorithms and 
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of organizations can be summarized with the coordinating questions 
“Who should do what?” and “Who should say what to whom?” 
For many situations, there exist algorithms and organizations that solve 
this division-of-labor problem efficiently. But, in general, the design of a 
system remains an important open question. In all cases the purpose of an 
organization is to achieve a stated objective. So, the major obstacle is to 
understand how to start with the stated objectives and then extract from 
these goals the appropriate structures- structures that can be exploited 
to create the organization. The principal purpose of this paper is to attack 
this problem by developing a geometric characterization of this design 
problem. The geometric constructs introduced here expose the structures 
associated with the universal issues (i) of determining the kind ofinforma- 
tion each unit needs to convey in order to achieve a stated objective and 
(ii) of establishing the reporting structure of who reports what to whom. 
Because my emphasis is on the introduction of some of the underlying 
basic concepts, I treat here only a simplified model where I ignore the 
many other related problems. A more complete description is planned for 
elsewhere. 
To state the problem in a simple setting, let the objective be given by 
the smooth function 
F. R&l’ x . . . x Rk(j) + R U-1) 
where k(i), i = 1, . . . , j, are positive integers. Think of each space Rkti) 
as representing the data available to the ith unit (processor, department, 
individual, agent, etc.). The function F represents the specified objec- 
tives. In a computational problem, F may be a function that is to be 
evaluated where the relevant data are divided so that processor i can 
access only the data represented in R“fi), i = 1, . . . ,j. For a hypothetical 
organizational example, consider a firm trying to optimize profits coming 
from sales of a particular product. Let a vector in Rk(') represent data 
about potential markets, Rh2) represent data about costs and availability 
of raw materials needed for production, and RM3) represent other techni- 
cal variables. Let F represent either the optimal profits or the output of 
the product that will achieve the maximal profits with the current environ- 
ment. The goal is to transfer information (or partial computations, par- 
tially constructed products, etc.) efficiently so that F is realized. 
The objective function F specifies what is to be done-the goals. Once 
F is given, the object is to find the ways-the organizations-so that the 
task of realizing F is divided among the several cooperating units. To do 
this, I build upon the ideas of Abelson (1980), Hurwicz (l%O), and others 
to model the flow of information among the units. The basic idea, which is 
a slight extension of Abelson’s model, is simple and very natural. In the 
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beginning, each unit has knowledge only of the data assigned to it; the ith 
unit can use only the data from R Mi). These data must be processed in a 
manner that contributes toward realizing F. Represent this first step of 
computation by g;(Xi) = m,!; i = 1, . . . , j, Xi E Rk(‘), rni’ E R. Namely, at 
the first stage (denoted by the superscripts on g and m), the ith unit uses 
the available data Xi to compute the value mj. Of course, the choice of gi 
is intended so that the value m,! contributes toward determining the value 
ofF(x,, . . . , xj). (In general it is not obvious how to define g!; indeed, 
finding guidelines for an appropriate selection of these functions is a major 
aspect of the design problem.) Let ml = (m,‘, . . . , mjl) E Rj denote the 
vector of the first-stage computations. 
At the second stage, each unit can use not only its assigned data but 
also the partial computations, or messages ml, transmitted at the first 
stage. This means that the computations at the second stage can be de- 
noted by g&xi, ml) = rnf E R. The general situation at the ath stage is that 
the ith unit can use all of the partial computations, or messages, from the 
other units as well as the original data xi. Therefore the computation at 
this stage is represented by 
gp(Xi, ml, . . . , ma-9 = mf; (1.2) 
i.e., this computation is represented by a function 
gF: R&i) x (R.i)“-1 + R, (1.3) 
where mk E Rj is the vector of partial computations at the kth step, k = 1, 
. . . ) ff - 1. 
At some step it may be that certain units have nothing to contribute or 
do. This is the situation if, for instance, a particular unit cannot proceed 
with meaningful work until it receives certain messages from specified 
other units. The above modeling admits such circumstances by defining 
the particular function to be g? = 0. 
Suppose it takes /3 stages of partial computations to determine the value 
of F. I model this by assuming that all but one of the units complete their 
partial computations at the (p - I)st step. The remaining unit uses the 
messages of partial computations and its data to compute the value of F.’ 
’ This approach, which follows Abelson, is reasonable for models of computation. An 
alternative model, with a slightly different supporting mathematical theory, is one in which 
each unit finishes its computations at the j3th stage. The final determination of F is based 
only on these messages. Thus, there is a function h: M + R so that h(m’,. . , me) = 
F(x,, . . . 3. Here h may correspond to the “auctioneer,” the central authority, 
the team leader, or a neutral computer. This alternative approach more closely repre- 
sents several models from economics. 
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Namely, I assume there is a specific index s so that 




F(x,, . . . , Xj) = rnf = gf(XS, ml, . . . , mP-I). (1.5) 
Because at certain stages some of the units may not be transmitting a 
message, the effective messages-the images of the g functions-form 
only a linear subspace of (RJ)p. Let M, the message space, denote this 
linear subspace. 
With this model, the functions {g?} specify what each unit must do, 
compute, and communicate at each stage. Because these functions deter- 
mine “who says that to whom,” I call a choice of smooth functions (g?} 
that satisfies these conditions a communication network that realizes F. 
Furthermore, I call the issue of characterizing all possible communication 
networks that realize F the central design problem associated with F. 
By solving or characterizing the solution of the central problem, all 
sorts of information may be available about the communication network 
functions {g?}. This information can be used to compare competing com- 
munication networks analytically, to develop complexity measures, and 
so forth. As an immediate observation, note that the value of /3 serves as a 
crude measure of the “speed” of the communication network. The reason 
for this is that it indicates that F is realized in p steps. Thus, there may be 
many situations whereby smaller values of /3 imply a more valued com- 
munication network. 
One can conceive of situations where efficiency, or minimal cost, is 
determined by the amount of information that needs to be transferred 
among the units. This is particularly so should it be expensive, or time 
consuming, to transmit messages (or partial products, etc.). When this is 
the case, measures of complexity can be developed to reflect this fact. To 
see how this is done, suppose a communication network {gp} is given and 
consider the reporting issue of determining “who says what to whom.” 
The function g? represents what the ith unit does at the ath stage, so the 
dependency of this function on the m variables determines who has to 
communicate what partial computations to this unit. Namely, if for any 
choice of s < (Y and k # i, the partial derivative of gg with respect to rni is 
not identically zero, then the kth unit needs to communicate this value to 
the ith unit before the ath stage. 
As a third issue, note that it is of value to understand the “kind of 
information” associated with a communication network. (This is particu- 
larly true for theoretical investigations of a communication network.) By 
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“kind of information,” I mean an equivalence class of data that gives rise 
to the same value of each partial computation. In other words, starting 
with the given data, at each step each unit computes the value of a mes- 
sage, my. It may be that with a different choice of data, all of the messages 
are precisely the same. (If so, then both data points give rise to the same 
value of F.) So, all data giving rise to the same messages define the same 
kind of information. Thus the “kind of information” associated with a 
communication network is characterized by the level sets of g?. 
DEFINITION Let I = {g~},=l,,,,,p;i=,,,,,,j be a given communication net- 
work that realizes F. We say that x, x’ E Z@*) x . . . x Rk'j) are “I’ 
equivalent” if the following holds: gf(xi) = g/(x’) for all i. This requires 
the messages at the first stage to be the same. By induction, for all (Y, 
gg(Xi, ml, . . . , ma-l) = gg(x[, ml, . . . , ma-‘). An equivalence class of 
data is called a “I information set.” 
As indicated, many of the basic issues for the design of algorithms or 
organizational structures can be characterized in terms of the properties 
of a communication network {g?}. However, it is not at all clear how to 
start with an objective function F and then determine an associated, non- 
trivial communication network. It would be useful to determine structures 
that would assist in this design. This goal, of finding what such a construc- 
tion depends upon, is the basic theme of this paper. I characterize the 
communication networks in terms of certain geometric constructs. As I 
indicated earlier, the purpose of these geometric properties is to expose 
the hidden, implicit structures of F that govern the admissible communi- 
cation networks. This approach involves solving several equations, equa- 
tions that need not be particularly easy to solve. On the other hand, these 
equations do indicate what must be done to achieve such a network. As 
such, they form a most useful place to start. 
While my goal is to characterize all possible communication networks, 
I would like to call attention to the several clever arguments used to find 
properties of all possible communication networks without solving the 
central problem. In particular, I point to the paper by Abelson (1980), 
where, forj = 2 (i.e., only two units are allowed), he introduces a com- 
plexity measure, the total information transfer, that is based on counting 
the number of messages that are required to be conveyed between the 
processors. Thus, in terms of the above discussion, this measure is deter- 
mined by counting the nonzero partial derivatives of the communication 
network functions, {g?}, with respect to the m variables. As such, with the 
efficiency assumptions introduced in the next section, a lower bound for 
this measure is [dim(M) - 11, where the (- 1) term corresponds to mf-a 
message that is not transferred. (Forj 2 3, this may not be a sharp lower 
bound because the same message may be transferred to several units.) 
Abelson finds a lower bound for all possible communication networks 
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strictly in terms of the rank properties of the Hessian of the objective 
function F. By using a more sophisticated mathematical approach based 
on concepts from differential geometry, P. Chen (1989) improves upon 
Abelson’s lower bound; Chen’s theorem is based on the rank of a bor- 
dered Hessian. Again, Chen’s improved lower bound depends only on the 
differential properties of F; he circumvents the more difficult issue of 
solving the central problem. The approach developed here can be used to 
extend the Abelson-Chen results to sharper statements for all values of h. 
2. SINGLE-SHOT MECHANISMS 
In this section, some insight into the kinds of information admitted by a 
specified F is obtained. I do this by showing that a communication net- 
work for F can be viewed as a special case of a different kind of network 
that realizes F-the single-shot mechanism. An important advantage of 
relating the two problems is that in this way I can exploit existing results 
characterizing all possible single-shot mechanisms. This characterization 
can be used to impose bounds on what is possible for the associated 
communication networks, as well as to characterize the possible “kinds 
of information” admitted by the possible networks. Then, in Section 3, a 
characterization of the central problem is provided. 
The more general system is a system in which all of the information is 
communicated among the different units in a single step. For this to be 
possible, the values of m need to be determined implicitly. Thus, rather 
than communicating a value (as is true for a communication network), the 
ith unit communicates a set {m ( Gp(Xi, m) = 0). The actual message is the 
intersection of these sets, i = 1, . . . , j, in a message space M. Such 
systems occur quite naturally as part of the equilibrium analysis of a 
dynamical exchange of information that assumes the form mf = Gy(xi, m). 
The basic purpose of the dynamic given by this differential equation is to 
allow each unit to update its message on the basis of its own characteris- 
tics, Xi, and the recent messages of the other units. The equilibrium state 
of the dynamic is the state in which the G functions are all equal to zero. 
Note that this modeling generalizes the common price dynamic story from 
economics where prices change according to the market pressures of 
supply and demand. For a more detailed discussion of this and other 
interpretations, see Hurwicz (1960). 
SINGLE-SHOT PROBLEM. For a given objective function F, find 
smooth functions (Gy(xi, m): Rkci’ X M + M, M = R”, a = 1, . . . , ni, 
i= l,... , j; and a smooth function h: M -+ R so that with any value 
of m implicitly defined by 
GXL-;, m> = 0, (2.1) 
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h(m) = F(Xr, . . . , Xj). (2.2) 
The triple ({G?}, M, h) is called a single-shot mechanism that realizes F. 
Thus the single-shot mechanism corresponds to factoring a function F 
through another space, M, in a nonstandard implicit form. Of course, 
defining the “kind of information” associated with a single-shot mecha- 
nism {G?} is similar to defining I information sets-it is given by the level 
sets of the G4 functions. The relationship between the single-shot and the 
central problem is stated in the following formal statement. 
THEOREM 1. Zf a function F admits a communication network, then 
this network defines a single-shot mechanism, {G?}, for F. The message 
space for both systems is the same. Moreover, an information set associ- 
ated with this communication network is the same information set associ- 
ated with the dejined mechanism {GS}. 
The proof of this theorem is immediate, because the communication 
network function, Eq. (1.2), can be expressed in the implicit single-shot 
form GP(xi, m) = 0; (Y = 1, . . . , /3; i = 1, . . . , j; where m = (ml, 
m2, . . . , ma) E Rflj = M by defining Gy(Xi, m) = gg(Xi, m’, . . . , 
ma-‘) - my. The assertions of the theorem now follow immediately. 
Chen’s theorem is based on a similar observation. 
An advantage of Theorem 1 is that there exist two characterizations of 
the single-shot mechanisms (Hurwicz et al., 1978; Saari, 1984). For the 
purposes of this paper, I adopt the characterization of Saari (1984, 1988) 
because it is more general and it appears to be computationally easier to 
use. According to Theorem 1, this characterization can be invoked to 
limit the possible choices of the communication networks, because the 
communication networks are single-shot mechanisms that satisfy an addi- 
tional rank condition.* 
In general there are infinitely many choices of {Gy} functions that give 
rise to the same information sets.3 However, a given set {GP} can be pared 
to a basic set by eliminating redundancies. This is the purpose of the 
following set of efficiency assumptions. Under these conditions, treat 
z These rank conditions are the obvious ones required to take the equations for the single- 
shot mechanism and solve them to obtain a communication network. 
3 This is why I place more emphasis on the “kinds of information” than on the actual 
single-shot mechanisms or communication networks. In fact, a useful equivalence relation- 
ship can be defined among the mechanisms (the communication networks) in terms of these 
level sets. In this manner, networks that seem to have little to do with each other can be 
shown to be equivalent. 
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{GP} as a mapping from Rk(‘) x . . . x Rk(j) x M into a Euclidean space 
that agrees with .the number of G4 functions. 
E’ciency Assumptions on {GP} 
a. The dimension of A4 agrees with the number of {G?} functions. 
Let X = (x1, . . . , xj) and m represent variables in a zero set of {GS}. 
b. At (X, m) the Frechet derivative of {GS} with respect to m is 
nonsingular. 
c. At (X, m) the Frechet derivative of {Gy} with respect to X has 
maximal rank. 
(The Frechet derivative can be viewed as the Jacobian of {GS} with 
respect to the indicated variables.) 
The characterizations of the single-shot mechanisms for a given F are 
expressed in a differential form. The idea is that the zero sets of the {GP} 
functions define level sets, or certain collections of related foliations of 
the space RM*) x . . . x Rk(j). Thus, the leaves from the foliations corre- 
spond to the kinds of information. Foliations can be totally characterized 
in terms of their normal vectors. These vectors define the normal bundle. 
When these vectors are expressed in terms of differential one-forms, the 
normal bundle becomes an ideal of differential forms. The necessary inte- 
grability conditions on the normal bundle now are expressed in terms of a 
condition on the ideal; it must be a differential ideal. These concepts lead 
to the following statement. For a proof, a discussion of these terms, and 
more details, along with a partial history of this problem, see Saari (1984). 
THEOREM 2. Let a smooth objective function F be given. The follow- 
ing are necessary and suf$cient conditions for a smooth single-shot 
mechanism ({Gy}, M, h) for F to exist in a neighborhood of X E Rkcl) 
X . . . x Rk(j) that satisfies the efficiency assumptions. 
1. For each i, there is a differential ideal Zi = (dF, wi.1, . . . , wi,s(i); 
[dxj]i), s(i) = ni - 1, with (Ej+ikj) + ni linearly independent one-forms. 
Here, each Wi,s is a smooth one-form and the set [dxj]i = {dxk ) Xk is a 
coordinate direction for a parameter not in Rktn). 
2. The set Z = fIi Zi is a differential ideal with n = Mini linearly 
independent one-forms. 
The resulting mechanism with which to realize F has a message space 
of dimension n where there are ni functions relating the parameters of 
the ith unit with the messages. 
The proof that this is a sufficient condition follows from the Frobenius 
theorem (see Saari, 1984). That this is a necessary condition comes by 
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reexpressing the gradients {VG?} in terms of differential forms {dGP}. 
These one-forms form a basis for the differential ideals, {Zi)i=l,..,,j, I, that 
have the specified properties. The reason the one-forms [dx,li are in Zi is to 
capture the condition that the ith unit has access only to data from R”“). 
The requirement on the ideal Z is to ensure that the conveyed messages 
are compatible with one another in evaluating F. 
To illustrate how Theorem 1 can be used, note that a trivial single-shot 
mechanism is a “parameter transfer” where one unit communicates the 
value of all of its parameters to the second unit. After these values are 
transferred, the second unit computes the value of F. Namely, if 
F(x,, x2): Rk x Rk -+ R, then p = k + 1, and Gi = x, - rns = 0, where 
x, is the sth component of x1, s = 1, . . . , k, while G: = F((mf, . . . , 
m3, x2) - rn: = 0. The function h is the projection h(m) = ml. This 
single-shot mechanism has a message space M with dim(M) = k + 1. 
The communication network associated with the parameter transfer is 
gz = 0, gF = rn:, where rn! is the sth component of xl, s = 1, . . . , k, 
while g$ = F((mi, . . , , m’;), x2) and g:+’ = 0. This communication 
network associated with the parameter transfer does not reflect the kind 
of benefits one expects from a system capable of concurrent or distribu- 
tive action. After all, this system just transfers all of the work to another 
unit. Thus, such a communication network is one that is not overly effi- 
cient. Yet, suppose the only single-shot mechanisms admitted by F are 
equivalent to a parameter transfer. It follows from Theorem 1 that all 
possible communication networks associated with F must be related to 
this undesired transfer method. 
More generally, the class of all possible single-shot mechanisms that 
realize F restrict the kinds of communication networks that are associated 
with F. Thus, Theorems 1 and 2 form an important first step toward 
determining the kinds of networks that are possible. Saari (1984, 1988) 
analyzes several examples of F to characterize the associated single-shot 
mechanisms. One example is repeated here to illustrate Theorem 2. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F: R2 X R2 * R be defined by F(x, y) = lSiXiyi* 1 show 
that this function admits only a parameter transfer. To do this, I first 
consider II. This set must contain dF = Ziyidxi + EiXidyi = d,F + d,F. It 
also contains dy, and dy2, as well as all possible linear combinations of 
these three one-forms where the coefficients are smooth functions of x 
and y. As the second summation in dF, d,F, can be expressed as combina- 
tions of dy, and dy2, this part of dF can be eliminated. Thus, these forms 
can be reduced to the set {d,F = CiyidX;, dyl, dyz}. If II were to admit any 
other linearly independent one-form, then a basis for II would be (dxl, da, 
dy,, dy2). The foliation identified with this ideal is given by the intersec- 
tion of the level sets of Xi, yi, i = 1, 2. In other words, the messages are 
equivalent to the first unit transmitting the value of x to the second unit. 
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This means that the accompanying mechanism is (equivalent to) a param- 
eter transfer. Hence, assume that II = (d,F = ZiyidXi, dyt, dyz). A similar 
argument shows that to avoid a parameter transfer of the y values, Z2 = 
(d,F = CiXidyi, &I, dX1). Consequently, Z = (XiXidYi, XiY&i)., 
It remains to determine whether I,, Z2, and Z are differential ideals. 
Trivially, II and 12 are differential ideals. One way to show this is to note 
that rl = (Xiyi&J f/ dy1 // dyz is a three-form. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for II to be a differential ideal is that dw A rl = 0, where w is any 
one-form from II. But, dw A r is a five-form in a four-dimensional space, 
so it must be identically zero. 
An alternative argument proving that II is a different ideal uses the fact 
that this is so iff there is an associated foliation identified with I,. This 
foliation is given by the intersection of the level sets (in R* x R2) of F,fi = 
yI, and f2 = y2. A similar argument proves that Z2 also is a differential 
ideal. 
The final step is to show that Z is not a differential ideal. First, r = 
(Ziyidxi) A (Zixidyi) # 0 and d(ZixidyJ = Zidxi A dyi. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for Z to be a differential ideal is that d(Zixidyi) A r = 0. 
However, a direct computation proves that d(Eixidyj) A r # 0. Because Z 
is not a differential ideal, there does not exist a single-shot mechanism 
with nl = n2 = 1. This means that any single-shot mechanism associated 
with F must involve adding another independent one-form either to I, or 
to 12, and, hence, to 1. Suppose this one form is added to II. As shown 
above, the addition of this independent one-form makes I, = (dx,, dx2, 
dy,, dy2). In turn, this means that the kind of information associated with 
the mechanism is equivalent to a parameter transfer of the x values to the 
other unit. Namely, for this choice of F, all single-shot mechanisms are 
equivalent to the parameter transfer mechanism. 
It now follows from Theorem 1 that the communication networks for 
this scalar product are equivalent to networks of the following form: Let 
gi = Xs = m!, g$ s 0, S = 1, 2, g: = Z;WZiyj, g: E 0. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 
The characterization of communication networks also can be expressed 
in terms of differential ideals, except several more ideals are required. 
These additional ideals account for the rank conditions needed to ensure 
that the equations for a single shot-mechanism can be solved to determine 
the associated communication network. Again, for any F, there are an 
infinite number of associated communication networks, so the first task is 
to eliminate certain redundancies. As in the previous section, this is done 
by imposing efficiency assumptions. Under these conditions, consider 
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only the nonconstant functions in {gr} and treat the remaining functions as 
defining a mapping. 
Eficiency Assumptions on a Communication Network {gy} 
a. The dimension of M agrees with the number of nonconstant {&} 
functions. 
Let X = (x1, . . . , xj) and m represent variables in a zero set of {g?}. 
b. At (X, m) the Frcchet derivative of the nonconstant {g?} with 
respect to m is nonsingular. 
c. At (X, m) the Frechet derivative of the nonconstant {gi”) with 
respect to X has maximal rank. 
THEOREM 3. Let a smooth objective function F be given. The follow- 
ing are necessary and sufJicient conditions for a smooth communication 
network {g?] that satisfies the efjciency assumptions to exist in a neigh- 
borhood of X E Rk(l) x . . . x Rk(j). 
1. For each i, there is a dtfferential ideal Zj = (wj,; [dxj]i), where the 
one-form w,! E T*Rk(‘)* , i.e., it is a linear combination of the differentials 
of the coordinate functions in Rkci), where the scalarfunctions are smooth 
functions from Rk(i) to R. 
2. By induction, for each i and each cx satisfying 1 < (Y < /3, there is 
a one-form WY so that ZP = (w?, IS-‘} is a differential ideal. Second, for all 
i with the exception of an index s, Ii - Ii @ p-‘. In the exceptional case of 
i = s, there can be a one-form w! so that I! = (w?, I!-‘) is a differential 
ideal. For all i, dF E If. 
3. For all i and all (Y satisfying 1 < QI < B and for (Y = p when i = s, 
all of the ideals Jr = Zr II (nkici It-‘) are differential ideals. 
The resulting communication network takes j3 steps and the dimension 
of the message space corresponds to the dimension of J!. 
The proof of this theorem will appear elsewhere. Some of the connec- 
tions between Theorems 2 and 3 are (i) that the ideal J! from Theorem 3 
plays the role of the ideal Z in Theorem 2 and (ii) that the ideals Z” from 
Theorem 3 correspond to the ideals Zi from Theorem 2. The remaining 
ideals correspond to the added conditions required to ensure that a single- 
shot mechanism can be expressed in the form of a communication net- 
work. Note that the conditions on the ideals for the first stage, Z!, amount 
to choosing a one-form w,! to be a functional multiple of dgj(xJ. It is not 
obvious how to choose the functions g!(xi). Therefore it is interesting to 
note, as illustrated in the following examples, that this choice is partially 
governed by the conditions on the J’ ideals as well as by the other condi- 
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tions from Theorem 3. While the resulting set of equations may be difficult 
to solve, this approach does provide additional structure to enable one to 
understand how to decompose F into an organizational format. Finally, 
note that because the dimension of .Z! agrees with the dimension of M, the 
structure of J! provides valued information about Abelson’s total infor- 
mation transfer. 
The differences between Theorems 2 and 3, as well as an indication of 
how to use these results, are illustrated with the following examples. The 
first, Example 2, shows that not all single-shot mechanisms are related to 
a communication network. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let F: R2 x R2 + R defined as F(x, y) = [x1 y2 + x21/[ 1 - 
x,yJ. I show that F admits a (1, 1) single-shot mechanism; that is, there is 
a single-shot mechanism with nl = It2 = 1. This conclusion is by no means 
obvious. What is even less obvious is how to decompose F into the 
appropriate messages from the two units. Therefore, it is worth noting 
how the structures of the ideals lead to the resulting mechanism. 
If F admits a (1, 1) mechanism, then I1 must be (d,F; dyl, dy2) and Z2 = 
(d,F; dxl, dx2), where, as in Example 1, d,F and d,F are, respectively, the 
part of dF that has only dxj differentials and dyj differentials. If WI = (1 - 
wd24F and w = K1 - xIYd2hldyF, then 11 = h, dyl, &d, 12 = (~2, 
dxl, &A I= (WI. wd, WI = (~2 + xm)dxl + (1 - wJd~2, and w = (~1~2 
-t x2)dyl + (1 - xlyt)dy2. From arguments similar to those found in 
Example 1, it follows that II and Z2 are differential ideals. Thus it suffices 
to show that Z is a differential ideal. 
The ideal Z is a differential ideal with dimension two iff r = wl // w2 # 0 
and both dw, A r and dw2 A r are identically zero. But, because d(d,F) = 
-d(d,F), it follows that Z is a differential ideal if r # 0 and dw, A r = 0. A 
computation shows that r = (y2 + xzyl)(xIy~ + x2)dxl A dy, + (~2 + x2yl) 
(1 - x,y,Mx, A dy2 + (1 - XIY,)(X~Y~ + x&b A dy, + (1 - wd2dx2 A dyz 
and dw, = -dxl A dyz - 2yldxl A dx2 - x2dxl A dy, + xIdxxz A dy,. It is 
clear that r f 0. A direct computation proves that dwl A r = 0. This 
establishes that Z is a differential ideal, so it also follows (from Theorem 2) 
that there does exist a (1, 1) single-shot mechanism that realizes F. 
By following the scheme described by Saari (1984, 1988), we can deter- 
mine the single-shot mechanism given by the G9 functions. One choice is 
G! = xlrnl + x2 - m2 = 0, 
G: = ylm2 + y2 - ml = 0. 
(3.1) 
In other words, for this single-shot mechanism, each unit transmits a line. 
In M = R2, these two lines intersect in a unique point; this point is the 
equilibrium value of m = (ml, m2). The function h: M = R2 + R is given 
by h(m) = m2. 
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Now consider all of the communication networks associated with F. 
Each choice of a network specifies the particular unit that is charged with 
computing the value of F at the j3th step. Second, to start the computation 
process, at least one of the two units must make an initial partial computa- 
tion; i.e., at least one dg! f 0. This requires either f; or Z: to have a one- 
form in addition to the one-forms corresponding to the other unit’s coordi- 
nate functions. This one-form characterizes the initial computation step. 
So, assume that the second unit is to determine the value of F and that Zi 
has an independent one-form other than dyl and dy2. (All other cases have 
a similar argument.) The integrability conditions force this one-form in Z,’ 
to be a scalar function multiple of the differential of a function g!(x). It 
follows immediately from the form of d,F that there does not exist a 
function G-(X, y) so that the coefficients of 7(x, y)d,F are strictly functions 
of x. Consequently, both d,F and dg/(x) are in IT-r, and they are linearly 
independent. This forces IT-’ = (dxl, dx2; dyl, dy2). In turn, this means 
that the kind of information associated with any communication network 
must be equivalent to a parameter transfer, so /3 = 3. One such network is 
g{(x) = xi = m{, g;(y) = 0; i = 1, 2; while g: = F((ml, m:), y), and g: = 0. 
In other words, even though the above single-shot mechanism provides a 
distributive way to code information about F that results in a saving over 
the parameter transfer, such economies do not extend or exist for any of 
the communication networks associated with F. 
The total information transfer is 2; the first unit transfers mf and rnf to 
the second unit. That it is impossible to find a communication network 
that improves upon the one constructed above for F follows either from 
the above analysis or from Chen’s theorem. Chen’s result shows that the 
lower bound for information transfer for this choice of F is 2. 
EXAMPLE 3. Abelson uses the following function F to illustrate cer- 
tain features of a communication process. Chen uses the same F to illus- 
trate that his lower bound (of 3) improves upon Abelson’s. I use this F to 
illustrate how Theorem 3 can be used to determine a communication 
network. 
LetF:R”xR” --, R be F(x, y) = &x,(y# + &y&~i)~. A direct compu- 
tation shows that dF = &(yl)sdxs + (7wy,(xJs-‘)dxl + &(x#dys(Css 
(y,)“-lx,)dyl. At the first stage, Zf = (dgf(x); dyl, . . . , dy,) and Z: = 
Wg:(y); 6, . . . 7 dx,). The choice of the functions g/ is not obvious. 
What is interesting is that the choice of the functions is determined at the 
second step by the structure of the ideals given in Theorem 3. 
It is clear that there must be at least one more stage. If not, then to 
satisfy condition 2 of Theorem 3, either d,F must be a scalar (function) 
multiple of dgi(x), or d,F must be a scalar multiple of dg:(y). Because of 
the mixed xi, yj form of the coordinate functions in these two differentials, 
neither is possible. If only one additional stage is required before the 
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value of F can be computed by, say, unit 2, then Zf = (dgf , dF; dyr , . . . , 
6,) and J: = Wgf, dd, W). 
The ideal Z: is a differential ideal because it describes the foliation given 
by the intersection of the level sets of gi, F, andf,(x, y) = ys, s = 1, . . . , 
n. On the other hand, J: is a differential ideal iff d(d,F) A r = 0, where r = 
dg! A dg: A d,F # 0 (because d(dgj) = 0 for i = 1, 2). As d(d,F) = 
-CWYF’&) A d yl = (Zs(x#-‘dy,) A dxl, it is easy to see that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for J: to be a differential ideal is that 
dgi(x) and dg:(y) be, respectively, scalar function multiples of dxl and 
dyl. From this, following the scheme described by Saari (1984), we can 
construct a communication network. Namely, g!(x) = XI = m!, g:(y) = ye 
= m:, g: = IZsx,(m@ = m:, g: = 0, and g$ = rn: + Csys(m!)s = rn: = 
F(x, y). 
EXAMPLE 4. A very simple example is F: Rk x Rk + R given by F(x, 
y) = f(x)g(y), where f and g are smooth functions. An obvious communi- 
cation network is rn! = f(x) and F(x, y) = rn: = mig(y). I show how this 
network arises out of Theorem 3. First, note that to minimize the value of 
p, the goal is to choose communication functions that will permit dF to be 
in an ideal as soon as possible. Therefore, we check to see if it is possible 
for dF E Z!. This is true because d,F = g(y)df(x), so it is in the ideal 
W(x); &I, . . . , dyk). The described message system follows immedi- 
ately . 
EXAMPLE 5. As a final example, I consider F: Rn x R” + R that is given 
by the scalar product; F(x, y) = Xsxsys. According to both Abelson’s and 
Chen’s theorems, the total information transfer must be at least n-the 
same as for a parameter transfer. However, a parameter transfer requires 
p=n+ l.The re f ore, it is worth questioning whether F admits communi- 
cation networks other than the parameter transfer that permit p < IZ + I. 
The best one can do is if at each stage of the design, each unit transfers a 
message to the other unit. If this transfer is done efficiently, then the 
network would require (p - 1) = n/2. (Recall that there is no transfer of 
information at the Pth step; this is the stage where the value of F is 
computed.) To find efficient networks is easy. However, I use this simple 
choice of F to illustrate how the structures of Theorem 3 help to design 
communication networks. (The analysis also shows what other methods 
are, or are not, possible.) Because I am using F to illustrate the use of the 
above theorems, my description is phrased in a general fashion so that 
one can extend the notions to other choices of F. 
At the first stage, Zi = (dg’l(x); dy,, . . . , dy,) and Z: = (dg&y); 
dx,, . . . , dx,). As was true with the earlier examples given above, while 
the choice of the functions {g:} is not obvious, assistance for the choice of 
these functions is provided by the structure of Jg for (Y B 2. I will show 
how this happens in different ways. For my first choice, I consider what 
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manner of conditions for the ideals leads to the following kind of commu- 
nication network: At the first stage, the first unit communicates the value 
of xl while the second communications the value of y,,. At the second 
stage, the first unit computes and transmits the value of x,y, (on the basis 
of the message it received) while the second unit transmits the value of 
xlyl. The process continues. 
To see how the above kind of network arises, consider what happens 
should a one-form r&x, y) = 2Bi(X, y)dx; be added to Z:, where at least one 
of the Bi functions does depend on the y variable. The first condition is that 
Z: is a differential ideal. This involves showing that dw: A r = 0, where r is 
the (n + 2)-form dgi A w: A [dyi, . . . , dy,]. The dw: term can be 
expressed as d,w: + dYw:, where the first term comes from the partial 
derivatives of the x variables while the second comes from the partial 
derivatives with respect to the y variables. The bracketed term in r annihi- 
lates the dYw: contribution, so all that remains is that C&W: A w: A dgf = 0. 
This is guaranteed for w: as the x-part of the differential of any function 
H(x, y); i.e., w: = dJZ(x, y). Assume this is the case where, of course, the 
choice of H is to be determined. 
The second part of the a = 2 stage is to show that .Z: = (&7(x, y), 
dgi(x), dg:(y)) is a differential ideal. The only thing that needs to be done 
here is to show that d(d.JZ) A [d,H A dgi(x) A dg$(y)] = 0. As I have 
already shown above that C&W: A w: A dg! = 0, it remains to show that 
dywf A dg! A dgj A w: = 0. But dYw: is in the space spanned by {dxi A 
dyj). Another basis can be given by the wedge product of the {d-Xi) terms 
with the orthogonal basis {dg:(y), ~-i(y)}. Therefore dYw: can be expressed 
as a linear (with scalar functions as coefficients) combination of {dg&y) A 
dXi, ri(y) A dxj). If dYw2 admits any terms of the form ri(y) A dxj (but not of 
the form ri(y) A dgf or r<(y) A d&(x, y)) then the differential ideal condi- 
tion will not be satisfied. This means that the “y” part of H(x, y) must 
depend upon the message g? = m:. One choice is “if g: = y,, then ZZ(x, y) 
= XnYn. ” (There are many other choices, such as counterproductive 
choices of xIyn. However, such choices are quickly excluded at the Pth 
step when dF must be in all ideals. Indeed, the object in the design of the 
gg functions is to include dF in each of the ideals as quickly, or as effi- 
ciently, as possible. This role of dF is illustrated with the next design of a 
network.) 
It is very easy to determine that the above kind of network is not very 
efficient. The inefficiencies are created by adding one-forms to Z’ that 
depend on the other unit’s variables. Therefore, it is worth questioning 
what happens if the one-forms added at each stage are designed to avoid 
the other unit’s variables for as long as possible. Namely, suppose for 
each (Y < s, WY depends only on x while w$ depends only on the y vari- 
ables. Because none of the added one-forms involve any of the other 
unit’s variables, it is only necessary to show that Zq is a differential ideal; 
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the fact that .Zg is a differential ideal follows immediately. Moreover, the 
choice of the one-forms and the statement that each ZY is a differential 
ideal guarantee that there are communication functions g?(x) and g?(y). 
The important fact is that these functions do not depend upon the commu- 
nicated messages; they depend only upon the data available to each unit. 
Suppose the sth stage is the last step of the exchange of information; 
that is, j3 - 1 = s. This requires ZS = (C&F, &l(x), . . . , dgi-‘(x); 
dYl, * . * , dy,J and .ZS = (d,F, dgi(x), . . . , dg!-‘(x); dg&y), . . . , 
dgi-‘(y)). Again, Zj is a differential ideal because it corresponds to the 
foliation given by the level sets of F, {g;l(x)},=l,...,s-l ,J; = y;. The only part 
to verify is that Jj is a differential ideal. This computation just involves 
showing that d(d,F) A r = 0, where r is the wedge product of the basis 
one-forms defining .Zi. As above, d&F) has two parts determined by the 
two sets of basis {&i A dxj}i<j and {&i A dxj}. Denote them as d,,F and 
d,F. 
The basic condition now becomes d,F A r + d,F A r = 0. The first 
term is identically zero because ZS is a differential ideal. (One could use 
either the fact that mixed partial derivatives are equal or the fact that 
because Z; is a differential ideal, [(d,F + d,F) A d,F A dgf(x) A . . . A 
dg;-‘(x)] A [dyl A. . . A dy,] = 0. The last bracketed expression has the 
effect of annihilating all terms in the first bracket that involve a dyi. The 
remaining terms have no dyi forms, so [d,F A d,F A dg!(x) A . . . A 
dgi-‘(x)] = 0. But this expression is part of the d,,F A r computation.) 
Thus, it remains to show that d,F A r = 0. 
To show when d,F A r = 0, note that the basis for the two-forms of this 
mixed type can be divided into four parts. First, take the space generated 
by the {&} and find another basis specified in two orthogonal parts--P I= 
{dgT(x)} and P: = {ri,r}. Likewise, do the same for the space generated by 
{dyi}, where the division is Pi = {dg$(y)} and Pz = {Ti,z}. The n2 terms in 
the basis for the mixed two-forms is given by the wedge products of one- 
forms from one set with the other. Thus, any components of d,F with a 
term in either Pj’ is annihilated. The dxyF terms that frustrate satisfying the 
differential condition are those expressed as a wedge product of forms 
from P: and P$. By assumption (that the process now is complete and dF 
is in the last ideal), this cannot happen. Therefore, the {gs} functions are 
to be chosen to avoid the possibility that d,F will have any terms in the 
product of the Pf spaces. Moreover, the choice of the gr’s should be made 
so that all of this is true for as small a value of p as possible, As d,F = 
&dxi A dyi, it is clear that all of this holds if the choice of the {dgy} is such 
that it includes dxi for half of the indices while the choice of the {dg:} 
includes dyj for the other half of the indices. 
A communication network that satisfies the above conditions is g;(x) = 
x, = mi, g;(y) = yn+l-s = rni, s = 1, . . . , n/2 = p - 2, gy-‘(x, m) = 
E’sxn+l-sm$ = rn?-l 7 g 4-l = 0, gt(x, m) = (Zy,mj) + mf+‘. 
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